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Heading MGMT228
Subheading

Chinese Business
Practices and Culture
(study tour)

Nǐ hǎo!
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Basic info
• 15 point MGMT elective offered in SU2 (summer school) 11 Nov – 15/22 Dec 2019
• Pre‐reqs: 120 points of which 30 points must be from Commerce
– Waivers may be granted in exceptional circumstances, preference to non‐graduating students

• No language requirement, although you will have a great opportunity to practice
your Mandarin skills during the tour
– CHIN151 or CHIN152 are options
– GCC LingoSwap is another great idea

• Travel to China to visit a Chinese University and visit multinational firms operating
in China
• Learning objectives of the course make the course unsuitable for Chinese
students (some exceptions may apply)
• Limited enrolment course: min 15 students; max 30

So, why China?
• China has become an increasingly important trading partner for
New Zealand
• MBIE/NZTE/MPI/TNZ aspirations to build and grow export markets
• There are a lot of challenges in doing business with China:
–
–
–
–
–

Cultural awareness
Language barriers
Legal barriers
Market differences – different consumer behaviours
Different business customs
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How is this relevant to
MGMT228?
• MGMT228 gives you the opportunity to learn first‐hand, on the
ground, by experience
–
–
–
–
–

See how business is done in China
See how businesses engage Chinese consumers
Increase your cultural awareness
Learn basic customs and a little bit of the language
Gain confidence to do business in China or globally

• A great experience that for some former students, has been life
changing and led to new global opportunities (Gen 9, 246 students
so far)

Course Schedule (Option 1)
• Week 1, summer school: Orientation at UC (11 – 14 November)
– Workshops
– A group project (30%)
– At least one 2‐hour session a week over 6 weeks + UC LACE programme

• Weeks 2‐4: SLPP Programme at ZGU (15 Nov – 6 Dec)
–
–
–
–

2 hours of classes 9:30‐11:30 am Mon‐Fri
3 hours of SLPP activities either 2‐5 pm or 6‐9pm Mon‐Fri
Homestay visit
3 learning journal entries (30%)

• Week 5: Company visits in Shanghai (7 – 15 Dec)
– Nielsen, Fonterra, Zespri, The Warehouse, PCN, Westland Milk,
NZ Central

• Back home (16 Dec, unless you want to travel!)
– an individual business plan and video pitch due 13 January 2020 (40%)
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Course Schedule (Option 2)
• Week 1: Orientation at UC (11 – 14 November)
– Workshops
– A group project (30%)
– At least one 1‐hour session a week over 8 weeks in S2 to complete UC LACE programme

• Weeks 2‐4: SLPP Programme at ZGU (15 Nov – 6 Dec)
– 2 hours of classes 9:30‐11:30 am Mon‐Fri
– 3 hours of SLPP activities either 2‐5 pm or 6‐9pm Mon‐Fri
– Homestay visit

• Week 5: Company visits in Shanghai (7 – 14 Dec)
– Nielsen, Fonterra, Zespri, The Warehouse, PCN, Westland Milk, NZ Central,
Formica

• Week 6: Company visits in Beijing (14 – 22 Dec)
– NZ Embassy, Education New Zealand, Gung Ho pizza

• Back home (23 Dec, unless you want to travel!)
– an individual business plan and video pitch due 13 January 2019 (40%)

Hangzhou
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Lake, Hangzhou
Hangzhou, WestWest
Lake

Home away from home:
Xiasha University town
• Xiasha university town is about an hour’s drive from
downtown Hangzhou
– Frequent downtown buses, taxis and the Hangzhou Subway!

• Hangzhou is very close to Shanghai
– 45‐minute high‐speed train ride away that costs less than $40 return

• Hangzhou is:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Capital of Zhejiang Province
One of the safest cities in China
Very modern and affluent city
One of the best tourist attractions in China
Very beautiful!
Excellent food! In fact, amazing food!!!

• One or two sightseeing trips of Hangzhou will be organized
for you during a Weekend
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Arriving in China: Planes,
trains and automobiles.
• We will all travel together as a group to Hangzhou
(requirement of partner university)
– We will organise a group flight booking. You can communicate
directly with ORBIT regarding your return flights, but you have to
keep us in the loop!!!!

• We will be hosted by the staff and students of Zhejiang
Gongshang University’s Xiasha campus
• We will be picked up from the airport by volunteer students
and helped to settle in
– Welcome dinner
– First Chinese ‘shopping’ experience at Wu Mart
– The students will do their best to make us feel welcome!

Leaving Auckland
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Bullet train to
Shanghai

Getting around,
China Style!
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Hot pot dinner
one word: yum!
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Generation 1

Generation 1:
The first MGMT228 Group to China

Generation 1
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Zhejiang Gongshang University’s
Xiasha Campus

Zhejiang Gongshang University’s
Xiasha Campus
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Classes at Zhejiang
Gongshang University
• The academic staff at ZGU will teach us 9:30‐11:30 am Mon‐Fri
on a diverse range of topics:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Chinese language
Chinese Arts
Oriental Management
Chinese Culture
Chinese Economy
Visiting a Chinese company
Chinese Calligraphy
Tai Ji/Kung Fu
Traditional Paper Cutting
Chinese cuisine and dumpling making

Chinese paper cutting
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Chinese paper cutting
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Generation 1

KAPA HAKA
PERFORMANCE
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Conversation Groups/Activities
• You and a classmate will participate English language
conversation groups (this basically “pays” for the rent, food,
classes etc while in China), called the SLPP programme
• Conversation groups are either 2‐5 pm or 6‐9 pm Mon‐Fri
• You should use this opportunity to make new friends and get
to know more about China and the lives of Chinese students
• You are also assigned a dedicated buddy you is there to help
you and help you integrate into the programme and day to
day life
• Many students thought that these group activities were
some of the best parts of the course because they made so
many friends and learnt so much from the students
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Weekend Away
• The weekend before you leave Hangzhou will be free for you
to explore
• Some students have visited the Huangshan Mountains,
Suzhou river town and Yiwu market city
– Yiwu is home of the International Trade Mart (ITM), the biggest small‐
commodities market in the world
– The ITM consists of a series of connected buildings that house 62,000
wholesale booths that sell 320,000 different commodities
– Yiwu is also the home of Communications Market, Manufacturing
Materials Market, Agricultural Trade City and other similar centralised
locations for doing business
– www.youtube.com/watch?v=brs777fdA2A

• Visits to other cities are at the discretion of the tour leaders

Ben, Sam, Nick, & Maddy
conquering the Yellow mountains
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Ben, Sam, Nick, & Maddy
conquering the Yellow mountains

Living arrangements
• Students will stay for free in a student dormitory, on the ZGU
residential campus – across the road from the Uni
• Double occupancy room
–
–
–
–
–
–

Two beds
Desk
LCD TV
Bathroom with a sink, toilet and shower
Air con/heater
Internet access

• There are a number of laundry options on campus
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View from the dorms

Sandra and Toni checking
out their new pad
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Eating arrangements
• A well‐stocked convenience store in
the dorm building – find everything
from cleaning essentials to fruit,
chocolate and other food items
• Cafeterias and restaurants are all
nearby
• Some street food stalls near campus
• You will get a food card with 500 ‐
600 CNY loaded on it – this should
cover all of your on campus meals
for 3 weeks
• Lots of very inexpensive restaurants
nearby
– All you can eat hotpot for $4!

Karim, Mike and Jamie
in one of the school canteens
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Conversation classes can be quite informal.
Matt and James introduce Chinese students
to Touch Rugby!

I ♥ Shanghai
• Our stay in Hangzhou will end on
Friday of the 3rd week
• We’ll take the bullet train to
Shanghai (300km/h!)
• We’ll visit numerous international
businesses over the next 5 days
• You’ll have the weekend to explore
and experience Shanghai
• Almost all students choose to stay in
China and travel for a couple of
weeks before returning home
• One student stayed in Asia to do
AIESEC OE+. This is called economies
of scope!
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Visiting a clothing factory for The Warehouse
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Visiting a clothing factory for The Warehouse

Visiting a clothing factory for The Warehouse
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Visiting a clothing factory for The Warehouse

Visiting a clothing factory for The Warehouse
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More information
• If you have any queries you can email:
– Russell Wordsworth:
russell.wordsworth@canterbury.ac.nz

• Or, email me to let me know that you are
interested so I can put your name on our
contact list
– Tracy Zhai:
tracy.zhai@canterbury.ac.nz

• Also visit the CIS for up to date info on
MGMT228
– www.bsec.canterbury.ac.nz/international
‐business/mgmt228.shtml
– www.canterbury.ac.nz/courses
– Application forms available on MGMT228
webpage from next week onwards
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